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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Temporal lobe epilepsy, structural or nonlesional, may negatively affect language function.
However, little is known about the lesion-specific influence on language networks. We hypothesized that different epileptogenic
lesions are related to distinct alterations in the functional language connectome detected by fMRI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: One hundred one patients with epilepsy due to mesiotemporal sclerosis (21 left, 22 right), low-grade
mesiotemporal tumors (12 left), or nonlesional temporal lobe epilepsy (22 left, 24 right) and 22 healthy subjects performed 3T task-
based language fMRI. Task-based activation maps (laterality indices) and functional connectivity analysis (global and connectivity
strengths between language areas) were correlated with language scores.

RESULTS: Laterality indices based on fMRI activation maps failed to discriminate among patient groups. Functional connectivity
analysis revealed the most extended language network alterations in left mesiotemporal sclerosis (involving the left temporal pole,
left inferior frontal gyrus, and bilateral premotor areas). The other patient groups showed less extended but also predominantly
ipsilesional network changes compared with healthy controls. Left-to-right hippocampal connectivity strength correlated positively
with naming function (P4 .01), and connectivity strength between the left Wernicke area and the left hippocampus was linked to
verbal fluency scores (P4 .01) across all groups.

CONCLUSIONS: Different pathologies underlying temporal lobe epilepsy are related to distinct alterations of the functional lan-
guage connectome visualized by fMRI functional connectivity analysis. Network analysis allows new insights into language organiza-
tion and provides possible imaging biomarkers for language function. These imaging findings emphasize the importance of a
personalized treatment strategy in patients with epilepsy.

ABBREVIATIONS: FC 4 functional connectivity; HC 4 hippocampus; LI 4 laterality index; MTS 4 mesiotemporal sclerosis; nl-TLE 4 nonlesional TLE;
TLE 4 temporal lobe epilepsy

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) can be triggered by various
underlying pathologies with mesiotemporal sclerosis (MTS)

and low-grade tumors being the most frequent.1 In some cases,
no structural alteration can be found on MR imaging, which is
termed nonlesional (nl-TLE). Despite sharing the same anatomic

location and clinical picture, these conditions differ in clinical
and cognitive outcomes and thus require different treatment
strategies.2,3

Progressive cognitive deficits are common comorbidities in
patients with epilepsy.4 One-third of patients with TLE have

impaired language function, which may further deteriorate after
epilepsy surgery.2,5 Imaging tools that assess language organiza-

tion preoperatively are therefore essential to optimize treatment
decisions.

Task-based fMRI is a well-established clinical tool for nonin-
vasive presurgical language mapping and shows good concord-
ance with direct cortical stimulation.6,7 However, language
processing has network properties,8 which cannot be fully cap-
tured by fMRI activation maps alone. Functional connectivity
(FC) analysis uses fMRI data to investigate brain networks9,10

and thus opens new perspectives in our understanding of lan-
guage function.
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In comparison with task-based fMRI, FC may be more sensi-
tive to lesion-specific alterations of functional representations
and/or network changes. In current scientific and clinical imag-
ing practice, there is a common bias toward the anatomic loca-
tion and a certain indifference regarding the etiology and type of
lesion causing TLE.11,12 This study aimed to provide a deeper
understanding of the relation among the etiology of epileptogenic
lesions, the resulting language network alterations, and cognitive
function.

We tested the following major hypotheses: 1) The underlying
pathology causing TLE influences the organization of language
function, and 2) FC analysis provides additional information
compared with standard fMRI activation analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was approved by the local ethics committee (Medical
University of Vienna, Austria; EK 1883/2016) and was conducted
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki of 1975. All par-
ticipants gave informed consent.

Participants
A flow chart listing inclusion and exclusion criteria for patient
selection is provided in On-line Fig 1. One hundred one patients
with TLE due to MTS (21 left, 22 right), with low-grade epilepsy-
associated tumors (12 left) or without structural MR imaging
alteration (22 left, 24 right), were included into this retrospective
study (demographics are listed in the Table). All patients had
task-based language fMRI examinations as part of their presurgi-
cal evaluation between March 2011 and June 2018. Clinical data
were retrieved from the hospital information system or directly
from the physician in charge. Additionally, 22 healthy subjects
with no history of neurologic or psychiatric disease, no clinical
evidence of neurologic dysfunction, and no structural alteration
on MR imaging were scanned with the same imaging protocol as
patients.

Diagnosis of unilateral TLE was based on typical seizure semi-
ology and prolonged ictal and interictal video-electroencephalog-
raphy interpreted by epileptologists. Diagnosis of MTS and
nonexistence of other pathologies were confirmed by a trained
neuroradiologist with 6 years of experience in epilepsy imaging.

Cases of nl-TLE were selected on the basis of no structural lesion
on a 3T scan with a dedicated epilepsy protocol, which included
sagittal isotropic FLAIR and T1WI, axial DWI and SWI, and cor-
onal slices perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampus on
T2WI and inversion recovery. In cases of tumor, additional con-
trast-enhanced T1WI was acquired.

Low-grade TLE-associated brain tumors were included if
patients fulfilled the following criteria: substantial involvement of
the mesiotemporal lobe without any extratemporal impact, MR
imaging features typical of a low-grade lesion, and little or no
mass effect/perifocal edema (On-line Fig 2). Twelve patients with
left-sided tumors fulfilled these criteria (On-line Fig 1). Because
only 5 patients with right-sided lesions were eligible, they were
excluded from further analysis. Six of the patients with left
tumors proceeded to surgery, with histopathology defining an
astrocytoma II in 2 cases, a composite/dysembryoplastic neuroe-
pithelial tumor I in 2 cases, and a ganglioglioma I in 2 cases
(grading according to the World Health Organization brain tu-
mor classification system, Version 2007 or 2016, depending on
time of reporting13,14).

Epilepsy surgery was performed on 32/43 patients with MTS
(15 left, 17 right), confirming hippocampal sclerosis in 31 cases
and revealing an irregular neuronal architecture of the hippocam-
pus (HC) in 1 case, reported as a mild malformation of cortical
development. Nineteen of 46 patients with nl-TLE (7 left, 12
right) underwent partial temporal lobe resection with histopatho-
logic work-up finding a focal cortical dysplasia in 11 cases, mild
MTS in 4, gliosis in 2, and no abnormal findings in 2.

Neuropsychological assessment as part of presurgical evalua-
tion was performed by 2 experienced neuropsychologists and was
retrieved from the hospital information system. We focused on
language scores—that is, naming ability assessed with the Boston
Naming Test15 and verbal fluency assessed with the Regensburger
Verbal Fluency Test.16 Because for many patients, medical reports
did not provide absolute test scores, performance was dichotom-
ized into “below average” and “average or above average.”

fMRI Acquisition
fMRI was performed on the same Achieva 3T scanner (Phillips
Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) in all subjects, using a gradient-

Demographics

Controls Left nl-TLE Right nl-TLE Left MTS Right MTS Left Tumor

No.
Median
(Range) No.

Median
(Range) No.

Median
(Range) No.

Median
(Range) No.

Median
(Range) No.

Median
(Range)

Sex
Male 14 14 10 10 16 6
Female 8 8 14 11 6 6

Handedness
Right 21 15 17 20 17 10
Left 1 6 5 1 4 2

Age at fMRI
imaging (yr)

34 (23–52) 36 (21–55) 3 (18–60) 44 (17–64) 39 (19–52) 29 (18–54)

Age at seizure
onset (yr)

NA 23 (4–54) 21 (1–35) 17 (1–41) 19 (1–42) 25 (12–46)

Duration of
epilepsy (yr)

NA 9 (1–42) 10 (1–43) 21 (3–48)a 14 (1–44) 6 (1–29)a

Note:—NA indicates not applicable.
a Significant difference (post hoc Tukey test, P = .04).
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echo EPI sequence (section thickness, 1.8 � 1.8 � 4mm; TE,
35ms; TR, 3000ms; flip angle, 90°; matrix, 128 � 128; 32 contigu-
ous slices with no interslice gap; ascending section acquisition;
bandwidth, 2280Hz/Px). Additionally, 1-mm isotropic T1WI was
acquired for anatomic coregistration. Every participant performed
validated language tasks in 1–5 runs (verb generation and/or a
semantic task; for task descriptions and distributions, see the On-
line Appendix and On-line Table 1). The paradigms were all con-
structed in block design with 5minutes per run, resulting in 100
measured time points per run. A training run before scanning and
on-line processing ensured correct in-scanner performance.

Activation Analysis
First, fMRI data were converted from DICOM format to
Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative format (https://
nifti.nimh.nih.gov/) using SPM 12 software (http://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12).17 Standard preprocessing was
applied—that is, motion correction, coregistration of functional-
to-anatomic images, direct spatial normalization to Montreal
Neurological Institution space, and smoothing (full width at half
maximum, 8mm). First-level analysis was then performed
according to the general linear model. Language-related activa-
tions were visually checked using SPM 12 (P uncorrected ,

.001). Scans were excluded from further analysis if no significant
activations were seen in classic language areas (ie, in the inferior
frontal gyrus and/or superior temporal gyrus bilaterally; On-line
Fig 3). In second-level analysis, task-related activations were con-
trasted between patient and control groups for each task sepa-
rately (P family-wise error–corrected, .05).

Additionally, a laterality index (LI) was calculated from the
individual activation maps for each run using a bootstrap
approach as recommended by Wilke and Lidzba.18 We used the
same ROIs for further FC analysis, with language network ROIs
defined as the triangular and opercular parts of the inferior fron-
tal gyrus for the Broca area and a slightly extended region of the
posterior superior temporal gyrus for the Wernicke area as well
as their right-hemispheric homologs. This parcellation is based
on an ICA analysis of 497 subjects from the Human Connectome
Project data base and integrated in the CONN toolbox (https://
web.conn-toolbox.org/).19 In cases of.1 run per task, a mean LI
was calculated for each ROI and each task separately. Moreover,
per subject an average LI for both Broca and Wernicke ROIs per
task, as well as an average LI for both tasks per Broca and
Wernicke ROIs, and finally, an average LI for both tasks and both
Broca and Wernicke ROIs were calculated. This ultimately
resulted in 9 group comparisons for the LI, allowing a multi-lay-
ered analysis of lateralization scores. Left-sided language laterali-
zation was defined as LI $ 0.2; atypical LI was accordingly set at
LI, 0.2, as is common in the literature.20

Functional Connectivity Analysis
FC was analyzed using the CONN toolbox, Version 17.f running
on SPM12.19 Preprocessing of anatomic and functional data was
performed using default settings (functional realignment and
unwarping, centering to [0,0,0] coordinates, section-timing cor-
rection, artifact detection tools-based outlier detection, direct seg-
mentation and Montreal Neurological Institute normalization,

and smoothing with an 8-mm Gaussian kernel). Denoising
included GM and WM signal, CSF signal, realignment, and
scrubbing parameters. Task design and first-derivative task
regression were also included in the denoising step to prevent
coactivations being erroneously summarized as a network.21 By
default, the CONN toolbox uses a principal component analysis
approach to reduce motion-related artifacts.22 We included all
acquired time points (n= 100 per run) in our FC analysis in
order to not introduce artificial fluctuations into the frequency
spectrum by cutting and concatenating task and resting
blocks.23 Moreover, this approach should maximize the avail-
able number of time points, which is known to critically influ-
ence the reliability of connectivity measures.24 After regression,
a high-pass filter (0.008–infinity) was applied for denoising
instead of the default bandpass filter for resting-state data,
which aimed to keep potentially task-relevant low-frequency
fluctuations.25 Then, bivariate correlation was calculated for the
103 supratentorial atlases and for 4 (language) network ROIs
defined by anatomic parcellation atlases included in the CONN
toolbox (FSL Harvard-Oxford atlas; http://neuro.debian.net/
pkgs/fsl-harvard-oxford-atlases.html). The language ROIs were
congruent to the ones used in the LI analysis (On-line Fig 3).
This feature resulted in Fisher z-transformed correlation coeffi-
cients for each connection.

First, we analyzed the global language network changes—that
is, group differences in the FC strength between the 4 language-
network ROIs and 97 anatomic ROIs (ie, disregarding the left
and right triangular and opercular inferior frontal gyri and poste-
rior superior temporal gyrus to avoid autocorrelation). For this
analysis, a nonparametric approach (network-based analysis) was
chosen with a combination of an ROI-to-ROI connection-correc-
tion (P uncorrected , .01) and a seed corrected by size (P false
discovery rate–corrected , .05).26 Second, changes in the FC
between the ipsilesional HC and the 103 anatomic ROIs at P false
discovery rate–corrected (analysis-level correction) , .05 were
specifically assessed. Patient groups were each contrasted to the
healthy control group on the basis of a standard unpaired t test.
Finally, FC strength among the 4 language ROIs was analyzed
regarding group-specific differences (ANOVA).

Statistical Analysis of Clinical and Imaging Parameters
We tested group differences regarding sex, handedness, age at
fMRI scan, age at first seizure, epilepsy duration, naming, and
verbal fluency performance. These clinical values were correlated
with LI values (9 values as described above) and FC values (Fisher
z-transform) between the language ROIs and the left or right HC.
Furthermore, motion parameters (mean and maximum motion)
were tested for significant group differences to rule out motion-
driven false-positive results. Independent t tests or ANOVA was
used for continuous variables with the Tukey test for post hoc
analysis and x 2 tests for categoric data (SPSS Statistics for
Macintosh, Version 25.0, released 2017; IBM, Armonk, New
York). Visual inspection of histograms determined the Gaussian
distribution of metric variables and, subsequently, selection of
parametric (Pearson) or nonparametric (Spearman) correlation
tests. Significance was set at a = .05 if not indicated otherwise.
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RESULTS
Clinical Parameters
There were no significant group differences regarding sex
(P4 .43), handedness (P4 .2), age at fMRI scan (P4 .78), or
age at first seizure (P4 .2). In 4 patients, handedness was not
known. The median duration of epilepsy was different between
patients with left tumor and left MTS (6 versus 21 years, P4 .04,
post hoc Tukey test). Demographics are outlined in the Table.

Neuropsychological testing was performed in 68/101 patients
(67.3%). Forty-three patients performed well (63.2%), and 25,
below average (36.8%) on the verbal fluency test. The naming test
resulted in below-average scores in 47/101 (69.1%) and good
scores in 21 patients (30.9%). There was a strong correlation
among test scores in the different tests (P4 .001), while there
were no significant differences in verbal fluency or naming scores
between groups (P4 .6 and P4 .67, respectively).

fMRI Quality Assessment
From the subjects included, 27/279 fMRI runs had to be excluded
due to missing language-related activations, leaving 252 fMRI
scans for further analysis (On-line Table 1). There were no signif-
icant group differences in mean or maximum interscan move-
ment; hence, group differences in activation and FC analyses are
unlikely to be driven by motion artifacts (On-line Fig 4).

fMRI Activation Analysis and Language LI
There was no significant group difference in activation maps
between patient groups and controls (P# .05 family-wise error–
corrected for multiple comparisons). Group-level activation
maps are shown in On-line Figs 5 and 6.

Calculation of laterality indices did not result in significant
differences in any group (ANOVA, listed in On-line Tables 2 and
3). The mean LI for the verb-generation task was left-lateralized
in all groups (mean ranging from 0.3 6 0.4 in left nl-TLE to
0.57 6 0.29 in right MTS, Fig 1). The semantic task achieved a
slightly lower but still left-lateralized mean LI (ranging from
0.256 0.41 in left nl-TLE to 0.536 0.19 in left tumor, Fig 1).

Of the 19 left-handed subjects, only 1 patient with left nl-TLE
had an atypical LI considering both Broca and Wernicke ROIs; 1
patient with left nl-TLE showed a bilateral language dominance,
while the other 17 had a typical LI. Right-handed participants
showed a typical LI considering both frontal and temporal lan-
guage ROIs in 100 cases, bilateral language distribution in 19
cases, and an atypical LI in 4 cases. Handedness was not associ-
ated with language lateralization (P4 .5).

Functional Connectivity Analysis
Distinct patterns of FC alterations could be found in the compari-
son between the control group and each patient group (Fig 2).
Most widespread changes were seen in left and right MTS; less
significant network alterations, in left and right nl-TLE; and even
less, in patients with left tumor. In all except patients with right
nl-TLE and left tumor, FC from frontal language areas showed
impaired connectivity strength. Temporal language regions were
affected in all patient groups (for anterior, left and right projec-
tions see On-line Figs 7–11). FC values among the 4 language

network ROIs alone did not show significant group differences,
nor did direct comparisons among patient groups.

Regarding ipsilesional hippocampal network changes, only
patients with left and right MTS showed significant FC changes
between the ipsilesional HC and all other ROIs (Fig 3). In both
cases, the superior frontal gyrus was bilaterally affected. In left
MTS, visual areas and the right temporal pole also showed weaker
FC to the ipsilesional HC. In right MTS, both frontal poles as well
as the left temporal and right parietal areas were affected.

Correlation of Clinical and Imaging Parameters
Right- or left-hemispheric TLE was associated with the language
LI in the verb-generation task in the Broca area and with the LI
in the verb-generation task in both Broca and Wernicke areas,
regardless of the underlying pathology (P4 .01 and P4 .008,
respectively), indicating a more atypical language lateralization in
left-sided TLE. Similarly, left seizure onset showed a negative cor-
relation with interhippocampal connectivity (P4 .01) and a posi-
tive correlation with FC between the right HC and left Wernicke
area (P4 .002) across all patients. Boxplots are shown in On-line
Fig 12.

Epilepsy duration was negatively correlated with the language
LI in the semantic task in Broca and Wernicke areas across all
patients (P, .02). The longer the epilepsy duration, the more
atypical was the LI (On-line Fig 13). Moreover, epilepsy duration
showed a negative correlation with FC between the right HC and
right Wernicke homolog (P, .02) and with FC between the right
HC and left Broca area (P, .04) across all patients. The longer
the epilepsy duration, the weaker were these connections.

Verbal fluency was negatively correlated with FC between the
right Broca and Wernicke homologs (P, .03) across all patients
(On-line Fig 14). Naming performance showed a positive correla-
tion with FC between the right HC and left Broca area (P, .02)
across all patients (On-line Fig 14). There was no significant cor-
relation between any LI and performance in verbal fluency or
naming.

DISCUSSION
Key Findings
This study evaluated the impact of different temporal lobe pathol-
ogies, grossly involving the same anatomic locations on language
function, cortical representations, and networks. While fMRI
activation analysis failed to find significant group differences in
cortical language representations, FC analysis detected lesion-
specific footprints of language connectome changes. Among all
analyzed pathologies, patients with left and right MTS showed
the most widespread, bilateral language network alterations.
Patients with nl-TLE mainly showed FC decreases in temporal
language regions, whereas patients with tumor showed the small-
est language network alterations. Moreover, changes in the
strength of certain connections correlated with deficits in specific
language domains, independent of the underlying lesion. A nor-
mal score in verbal fluency was associated with less right hemi-
spheric language connectivity, and naming ability correlated with
FC between the right HC and left Broca area.
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Mesiotemporal Sclerosis
Histopathologic hallmarks of MTS are segmental loss of pyrami-
dal cells accompanied by astrogliosis.27 Despite MTS being a focal
lesion, widespread structural alterations such as diffuse GM and
WM atrophy were detected in MTS.28,29 Similarly, distinct func-
tional changes were visible far beyond the seizure-onset zone.30,31

This finding is in line with ours in patients with MTS, who
showed the most widespread language network of all patient
groups, with alterations involving both hemispheres. The median
epilepsy duration was higher in patients with left MTS than in
those with left tumors, a finding that certainly influenced our
results. However, there was no significant difference compared
with the other patient groups and none at all compared with
patients with right MTS.

The HC is not considered a “classic” language region, but
there is evidence that it makes a pivotal contribution to language
function, even more than harvesting verbal memory.32 Using
resting-state fMRI, de Campos et al31 showed the ipsilesional
HC as the “main hub of alterations” with widespread connectiv-
ity reductions in left and right MTS and, specifically, impaired
connectivity of the visuo-spatial network in left MTS. Using

graph theory and resting-state data,
Vaughan et al33 found a functional
segregation of the sclerotic HC and
decreased FC to the frontal lobe. In
our cohort, exclusively, the patients
with MTS showed significant changes
in FC of the ipsilesional HC, includ-
ing premotor areas and the contralat-
eral temporal pole. In left MTS, left
visual areas were also affected, while
right MTS showed disrupted FC to
right parietal regions. Most interest-
ing, hippocampal language connectiv-
ity was minimally affected in nl-TLE
and temporal lobe tumors.

Long-Term Epilepsy-Associated
Tumors
Long-term epilepsy-associated tumors
are characterized by slow cell growth,
rare malignant transformation, young
age at epilepsy onset, and predomi-
nance for the temporal lobe (ie, prox-
imity to the eloquent cortex).34,35

Besides oncologic control, seizure free-
dom is the main therapeutic goal. In
these tumor entities, neuronal dysfunc-
tion seems to be less prominent, and
functional reorganization, less exclu-
sive compared with other epilepto-
genic pathologies.36,37 Reasons might
be their slow growth and young age
of onset.38 Our findings are in con-
cordance with the existing literature
because functional imaging changes
in our cohort of left TLE–associated
tumors were the least severe. How-

ever, our data did not show compensatory stronger FC in other
brain regions, which could be too subtle for the given sample
size of 12 patients.

Nonlesional TLE
With improved structural imaging (ie, 3T scanners and beyond,
dedicated epilepsy protocols), MR imaging negative for TLE is
increasingly seen as a distinct entity rather than a subtle form of
MTS.39 This is suggested by studies using advanced MR imaging
techniques, both structural and functional.29,33 For instance, in a
graph-theory study, nl-TLE showed impaired connectivity in the
ipsilateral neocortical but not medial temporal lobe, contrary to
MTS with severe affection of the HC.33 Our results add to this
because the extent of changes in the functional language network
in our patients with nl-TLE was significantly less numerous and
widespread than in MTS, possibly reflecting the severity of the
impact of the pathology on the language network. Clinically, cog-
nitive function is much less frequently impaired in patients with
nl-TLE than in those with MTS, which, as a downside, puts them
at higher risk of postoperative decline.3

FIG 1. Group-wise boxplot of laterality indices for the verb-generation and semantic tasks. The
mean LI was left-lateralized in every group, with no significant group differences at a = .05.
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Language Laterality
Language is one of the most critical cognitive functions in TLE
because it is impaired in every third patient and may further dete-
riorate after epilepsy surgery.2,5 In the general population,

language function is mostly left-hemisphere dominant.
Especially, left-sided pathologies such as left TLE are associated
with a higher prevalence of atypical (ie, bilateral or even right-
dominant) language distribution.40 Not surprisingly, left seizure
onset was linked to an atypical language lateralization, regardless
of the underlying pathology in our patients. Handedness is fre-
quently seen as a predictive marker for language lateralization.
However, it seems that this assumption is mainly driven by a mi-
nority of subjects (,1% of the general population) with strongly
atypical language dominance who also have a strong preference
for their left hand.41 Yet, left-handedness alone is not predictive
of language dominance, which also applied to our participants
(see “fMRI Quality Assessment”).

Activation-versus-FC Analysis
According to the current neurobiologic concept, language is built
on multiple bilateral brain regions.8 The current clinical practice
of presurgical fMRI is based on task-based activation analyses.
While these are adequate to detect task-associated brain regions,
they do not have the potential to provide information about the
communication among these functional areas. Previous work
showed that FC analysis can detect more subtle differences than
standard fMRI analysis on a group level.42 In 2006, Briellmann
et al43 did not find pathology-related differences in standard
fMRI laterality indices between MTS and neuroglial tumors. In a
small cohort of patients with TLE with mixed etiologies, Pravata
et al42 found a correlation between left-intrahemispheric FC and
the verbal intelligence quotient in left TLE, but no such associa-
tion in the task-based LI. Our findings are in line with these
studies because only FC analysis found group-specific differen-
ces and a significant association between imaging and clinical
parameters.

Task-Based FC
Most FC analyses are based on sponta-
neous fluctuations known as resting-
state fMRI (ie, subjects being at wake-
ful rest inside the scanner) reliably
revealing major functional networks
(eg, sensorimotor or language). How-
ever, task-based fMRI enhances spe-
cific networks while decreasing
others,44 and the findings remain dif-
ferent from resting-state data, even
with sophisticated postprocessing
such as task-regression or concate-
nation of resting blocks.23 Success
in determining language lateraliza-
tion in resting-state fMRI is hetero-
geneous, with the pitfall of showing
a more bilateral language distribu-
tion.45,46 In terms of clinical feasibil-
ity, task-based FC offers the advantage
of no additional scan time compared
with a dedicated resting-state sequence.
These reasons support combining
standard fMRI activation analysis

FIG 2. FC contrast between control and patient groups. Left and right
MTS was associated with the most widespread, bilateral FC decreases
compared with controls. Changes in both frontal and temporal lan-
guage ROIs were found in left nl-TLE, while right nl-TLE and the left tu-
mor groups showed decreases in only temporal language regions.
Superior view in neurologic convention. Network based statistics, con-
nection-corrected at P, .01 and seed-corrected at P false discovery
rate, .05; seeds: 4 language network ROIs; target ROIs: supratentorial
brain. Color bar shows t values (–6; 6), warm colors meaning
decreased, cold colors increased FC strength (controls. patients).

FIG 3. FC changes between the ipsilesional HC and all other supratentorial ROIs show weaker
connectivity to the superior frontal gyrus (SFG) in both patients with left and right MTS com-
pared with controls. In left MTS, visual areas and the right temporal pole are also affected. In right
MTS, left temporal, right parietal, and bilateral frontal areas show significant FC decreases.
Superior view in neurologic convention. P false discovery rate–corrected, .05. Color bar shows
t values (–6; 6), warm colors meaning decreased, cold colors increased FC strength (controls .
patients). MTG indicates middle temporal gyrus.
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for language lateralization with task-based FC for the network
aspect.

Clinical Implications
Our study suggests that FC may be a potent tool to visualize side-
and pathology-dependent alterations of language networks in
epilepsy. First, studies showed a correlation between connectivity
strength and cognitive function.47 In our patient sample, good
naming ability was correlated with stronger FC between the right
HC and left Wernicke area, while better performance in verbal
fluency was seen in patients with less FC in right language areas
across all patients. Neuropsychological studies have linked left-
sided MTS to worse performance in language testing.3 This may
imply that patients with left MTS need early special support to
reduce language worsening. Because longer disease duration leads
to more extensive network changes, earlier surgical treatment
could prevent some of these widespread functional network alter-
ations. Furthermore, the results presented here may further help
to identify the ideal patients and their optimal treatment strategy
at the optimal time point. Improved presurgical imaging of the
individual organization of brain functions such as language could
ultimately help to better assess the individual risk profile of
patients with TLE. Further studies and a longitudinal study
design are needed to differentiate whether the observed changes
in FC are due to effective plasticity or a mere attempt at compen-
sation for language deficits or whether they are the result of a
pathologic process interfering with language function.

Limitations
Seizure frequency recorded by patients was not considered
because its accuracy may be biased due to amnestic seizures.
Also, the impact of antiepileptic medication, mood/anxiety, or
depression was not investigated in this study. Our selection crite-
ria of low-grade mesiotemporal tumors were strict to keep the
group as homogeneous as a tumor cohort could be, however,
resulting in a modest sample size of left-sided lesions. While we
found significant lesion-specific FC changes compared with the
control group, the direct comparison of patient subgroups did
not yield significant results. This may be due to the subtlety of
alterations not detectable with our modest sample sizes and the
statistical necessity of multiple comparison corrections. On the
contrary, sample size limitations forced us to combine 2 different
language tasks and different numbers of runs, thereby inferring a
certain heterogeneity. The rationale behind the inclusion of dif-
ferent numbers of runs was to maximize the time points available
for analysis, thus making functional connectivity analysis more
robust.24 Subsequent studies with larger cohorts may further
refine our results.

For both the LI and FC analyses, we used the same ROIs inte-
grated in the CONN toolbox, which are based on an independent
component analysis of 497 healthy subjects from the Human
Connectome Project dataset. This approach should facilitate
the direct comparability between these methods but could, how-
ever, potentially “dilute” connectivity measures. Alternatively,
we could have used ROIs individually defined by task-based
activation maps; this process, however, is prone to bias due to
thresholding. Because there is no criterion standard for brain

parcellation today,46 we are positive that the chosen approach
addresses our study aim.

CONCLUSIONS
Different types of pathologies underlying TLE cause distinct
alterations of the functional language connectome. FC analysis
identifies these lesion-specific footprints of epileptogenic lesions
in a unique fashion. Furthermore, FC strength correlates with
clinical language function in patients with TLE. Thus, FC analysis
may provide a comprehensive and more global perspective on
language processing compared with standard fMRI activation
analysis. In summary, these functional imaging findings empha-
size the importance of a personalized treatment strategy in
patients with TLE.
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